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We undertake a complete and covariant treatment for the quadratic Lagrangian of all of the
degrees of freedom of massive gravity with a fixed flat fiducial metric for arbitrary massive gravity
parameters around any isotropic self-accelerating background solution. Generically, 3 out of 4
Stückelberg degrees of freedom propagate in addition to the usual 2 tensor degrees of freedom of
general relativity. The complete kinetic structure typically is only revealed at an order in the graviton
mass that is equivalently to retaining curvature terms in a locally flat expansion. These results
resolve several apparent discrepancies in the literature where zero degrees of freedom propagate in
either special cases or approximate treatments as well as decoupling limit analyses which attempt
to count longitudinal degrees of freedom.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The theory of massive gravity with a second static flat
fiducial metric [1–4] possesses solutions that accelerate
the cosmological expansion in the absence of a true cosmological constant [5–15]. Because the second metric
is non-dynamical, this theory of massive gravity breaks
diﬀeomorphism invariance. While covariance can be restored with the Stückelberg trick, for a homogeneous and
isotropic spacetime background, the Stückelberg fields
must be inhomogeneous to accommodate the two metrics. Moreover, except for a special class of open universe
solutions [11], there is no coordinate system where both
the spacetime and fiducial metrics can be made simultaneously diagonal, homogeneous and isotropic [10] even
though the spacetime metric itself can accommodate selfaccelerating solutions with Friedman-Robertson-Walker
backgrounds for any desired matter content or curvature
[12].
Inhomogeneity in the Stückelberg fields or equivalently
the relationship between the spacetime and Minkowski
metrics causes both technical and theoretical challenges
for understanding the self-accelerating solutions. In the
special open universe case where the metrics themselves
are simultaneously homogeneous and isotropic in the
same coordinates, standard analyses apply. There the
massive gravity sector is strongly coupled and propagates
no degrees of freedom in the quadratic Lagrangian and
possesses an instability at higher order [16]. Furthermore
the solutions can evolve to a coordinate singularity which
cannot be resolved by charts with overlapping domains
of validity [17].
For the more generic case, technical diﬃculties of incorporating an inhomogeneous fiducial metric background,
which breaks translation invariance, has hitherto prevented a full analysis. Results for the longitudinal or
isotropic modes with the exact background obtained in
Ref. [18] showed one propagating degree of freedom in
the quadratic Lagrangian, as might be expected from
the 4 Stückelberg fields, the Boulware-Deser ghost free

construction and isotropy indicating that the behavior of
the open universe solution is not generic. However this
degree of freedom obeys unusual but stable first order
dynamics with no quadratic coupling to other fields [18]
and an unbounded Hamiltonian [19]. Furthermore these
results seem to contradict analyses that used the decoupling limit [20] or locally flat approximations [21] which
found that generically two and zero isotropic modes propagate respectively in the quadratic Lagrangian. Indeed
in the locally flat approximation, no anisotropic modes
propagated either.
It is the aim of this paper to resolve these issues and
present a complete covariant treatment of the quadratic
Lagrangian for the massive gravity degrees of freedom
around any isotropic self-accelerating background. We
begin in §II with a brief review of the massive gravity
theory to establish notation. In §III we reanalyze the
isotropic modes for the class of solutions considered in
the existing literature and show that inconsistencies in
the counting of degrees of freedom are resolved by a complete analysis at the level of first order curvature corrections to the locally flat approximation and a consistent
treatment of gauge degrees of freedom. Since the full
dynamics of the modes involves spacetime curvature, in
§IV we provide a general, covariant treatment of all massive gravity degrees of freedom for any isotropic background solution on the self-accelerating branch for the
entire class of massive gravity parameters. We discuss
these results in §V.
II.

MASSIVE GRAVITY

The Boulware-Deser ghost free theory of massive gravity adds a mass term to the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian
density [4]
L(MG) = −

4
2
m2 Mpl
√ !
βk
−g
Fk (γ) ,
2
k!
k=0

(1)

2
where Mpl = (8πG)−1 is the reduced Planck mass and
the Fk terms are functions of the matrix γ
F0 (γ) = 1,
F1 (γ) = [γ],
F2 (γ) = [γ]2 − [γ 2 ],
3

(2)
2

3

F3 (γ) = [γ] − 3[γ][γ ] + 2[γ ],

consistently to leading order in curvature corrections,
O(m2 ), and show that kinetic terms for a single longitudinal or isotropic mode only arise at this order, which
is then consistent with exact results. In §III B we discuss
the problem of equating a locally flat expansion with the
decoupling limit around a Minkowski background. In
§III C, we show that miscounting of degrees of freedom
can also arise from gauge fixing in the Lagrangian.

F4 (γ) = [γ]4 − 6[γ]2 [γ 2 ] + 3[γ 2 ]2 + 8[γ][γ 3 ] − 6[γ 4 ],

where [ ] denotes the trace of the enclosed matrix. The
parameters of the theory are m, the graviton mass, and
βk . Not all of the latter parameters are independent since
β0
β1
β2
β3
β4

= −12(1 + 2α3 + 2α4 ),
= 6(1 + 3α3 + 4α4 ),
= −2(1 + 6α3 + 12α4 ),
= 6(α3 + 4α4 ),
= −24α4 ,

(3)

leaving two remaining independent parameters {α3 , α4 }.
The presence of the matrix γ breaks diﬀeomorphism
invariance since it is constructed from the square root of
the product of the inverse spacetime metric g µν and a
flat fiducial metric Σµν
γ µα γ αν = g µα Σαν ,

(5)
a

It is important to note that the Stückelberg fields φ
transform as spacetime scalars and form a Lorentz vector only in the internal Minkowski space. Beyond the
leading order, locally flat approximation to the spacetime metric, Stückelberg indices should not be conflated
with spacetime indices [22]. We shall see in §IV how to
construct spacetime vectors out of Stückelberg components. Throughout, Greek indices denote the spacetime
and are lowered and raised with gµν and its inverse; Latin
indices likewise by the Minkowski metric ηab .
III.

ISOTROPIC MODES

In this section, we resolve discrepancies in the
literature for the dynamics of spherically symmetric Stückelberg perturbations around certain selfaccelerating vacuum solutions [7], first analyzed in the
decoupling limit [20], then in a locally flat limit [21], and
finally in the exact background [18, 19] with contradictory results. In §III A we treat the quadratic Lagrangian

Kinetic Terms and Curvature

We focus here only on the specific case of certain solutions for the α3 = α4 = 0 model [7] as these suﬃce to
show our main points and have been the most analyzed
in the literature. We consider the general case in §IV A.
With this choice, the unitary gauge solution is described
by the metric
gµν dxµ dxν = −C(R)dT 2 + 2D(R)dT dR + A(R)dR2
"
#
+B(R) dθ2 + sin θ2 dφ2 ,
(6)

where

$
%
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,
9
9
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B(R) = R2 ,
9
$
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1−
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9
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D(R) =
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,
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(4)

singling out a specific coordinate choice, called unitary
gauge where Σµν = ηµν , the Minkowski metric. Nonetheless, diﬀeomorphism invariance can be restored by the
Stückelberg trick of using the coordinates of unitary
gauge as auxiliary fields φa to express the fiducial metric
in an arbitrary coordinate system
Σµν = ∂µ φa ∂ν φb ηab .

A.

(7)

with [23]
v2 =

1
− 1.
C2

(8)

Here 0 < C ≤ 1 is an integration constant in the solutions. From this exact expression we would like to focus
on a locally flat patch where mR → 0. There is a subtlety in taking this limit associated with the parameter
v. The metric component
'
$ 4 4 %(
4C 2 mR
m2 R 2
m R
D(R) =
. (9)
v 1+
+O
2
9 3
18v
v4
Hence the validity of the expansion is confined to a radius
where mR ≪ v rather than mR ≪ 1. For the special case
of v = 0 (C = 1), this domain of validity shrinks to R = 0
and instead
$
%2
4 mR
D(R) =
,
(v = 0).
(10)
9
3
The result is an apparent discontinuity in the limit v → 0
of the expansion. We shall see that this limit is the case
where the background solution has no Stückelberg vector
component.

3
Next when considering fluctuations around this background solution it is more convenient to choose a diﬀerent
gauge where the background metric is described near the
origin r = t = 0 to order O(m2 ) by the conformal form
[20]
(
'
m2 (r2 − t2 )
ηµν + O(m3 ),
(11)
ḡµν = 1 −
8
where ηµν is the Minkowski metric in spherical coordinates
"
#
ηµν dxµ dxν = −dt2 + dr2 + r2 dθ2 + sin θ2 dφ2 . (12)

The unitary gauge coordinates (T, R) can be expressed
in conformal coordinates (t, r) as
'
(
3t
m2 (t2 + 3r2 )
mr2
K
T =
1+
+
(3v + δv0
mr)
2C
48
8
+O(m3 ),
'
(
m2 (r2 − t2 )
3r
1−
+ O(m3 ).
R=
2
16

Here, the Kronecker delta
)
K
δv0
=

1 v=0
0 v=
̸ 0

(13)

(14)

accounts for the discontinuity at v = 0 in the expansion
of D(R) above. Note that the discontinuity appears only
at O(m2 ) and hence was omitted in Ref. [20]. For v ̸= 0,
unitary time T contains terms that are O(m).
The background Stückelberg fields are then the unitary
gauge coordinates (T, R) of the solution [7] expressed in
conformal coordinates (t, r)
φ̄0 = T,
xi
φ̄i = R .
(15)
r
Note that in the special case that v = 0, the diﬀerence
in the unitary and conformal coordinates can be derived
from a Lorentz scalar quantity ignoring curvature corrections
φ̄µ − xµ =

1
∂µ (r2 − t2 ) + O(m2 ).
4

(16)

This v = 0 case is said to have no vector Stückelberg
field in the background. Note that the Stückelberg index, which is always raised an lowered by the Minkowski
metric, cannot be treated as a spacetime index at O(m2 ).
In Ref. [20], the background Stückelberg were truncated
already before O(m2 ). However we shall see that since
the dynamics of perturbations enter at O(m2 ), this is not
suﬃcient.
To see this consider spherically symmetric fluctuations
in the Stückelberg fields

,
(mr)2 sin θ *+ 4Cv
K
+ 2δv0
rar a′t + 3Ca2r
4(1 + C)
mr
+2rat ȧr + O(m) .
(18)

2
L2 = Mpl
m2

Here and in the following, we equate Lagrangians which
are equal up to total derivative terms. The primes denote
derivatives with respect to the radial coordinate r, dots
with respect to t.
Note that we do not consider mixing with metric perturbations here. Unlike in the Minkowski background,
the longitudinal or isotopic mode gains a kinetic term
from curvature corrections rather than demixing with the
metric fluctuations [24] as can explicitly be shown given
that the self-accelerating solution is exact for isotropic
metrics, perturbed or not [18]. We shall return to this
topic in §IV where anisotropic modes and their mixing
are considered.
2
Aside from the overall factor of Mpl
m2 from Eq. (1),
the leading order terms in Eq. (18) come in at O(m2 )
if there is no vector background and O(m) with a vector background. Furthermore even in the latter case the
O(m) terms carry no time derivatives and thus propagate no degrees of freedom. This explains the result of
Ref. [21], where all terms of order O(m2 ) were omitted.
The dynamical term from ȧr only enters in at O(m2 )
whereas at is non-dynamical. The first order structure of
this Lagrangian implies that ar obeys a first order equation of motion that is independent of at whereas at obeys
a first order equation that depends on ar . This result is
in accordance with the exact background [18].
This set of equations of motion do not combine into the
usual wave equation for one degree of freedom. Nonetheless a Hamiltonian analysis shows that (ar , at ) form a single degree of freedom due to the presence of constraints.
In particular the field momenta
∂L2
= 0,
∂ ȧt
2
Mpl
m4 r3 sin θ
∂L2
=
at ,
=
∂ ȧr
2(1 + C)

p at =
p ar

(17)

(19)

cannot be inverted to express velocities ȧt , ȧr in terms of
momenta, which indicates the presence of two primary
constraints
φ1 = pat ,
φ2 = par −

0

δφ ≡ −at (t, r),
xi
δφi ≡ ar (t, r) ,
r

where we keep the definition that Stückelberg indices are
raised and lowered by the Minkowski metric at the expense of aµ not forming a spacetime vector at O(m2 ).
We correct this notational abuse in §IV. Expanding the
Lagrangian (1) to quadratic order in the Stückelberg fluctuations, we obtain

2
Mpl
m4 r3 sin θ
at .
2(1 + C)

(20)

To determine whether (φ1 , φ2 ) exhausts all of the con-
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straints we define the total Hamiltonian
2
,
Mpl
m4 r2 sin θ *+ 4Cv
K
+ 2δv0
rar a′t + 3Ca2r
HT = −
4(1 + C)
mr
+u1 (t, r)φ1 + u2 (t, r)φ2 ,
(21)
where ui are (at the moment) auxiliary variables. Using
Poisson brackets and the Hamilton equation, we see that
φ̇i = {φi , HT } = 0

(22)

uniquely determine ui and we thus conclude there are no
additional constraints in the system.
Because {φ1 , φ2 } is nonzero, both primary constraints
are second class and together remove one of the two degrees of freedom from the problem. This leaves us with
a single propagating degree of freedom.
This result is in full agreement with that of the exact
theory [18, 19], which also found one propagating degree
of freedom for all values of C. On the constrained surface
φi = 0 we can utilize the constraint (20) and rewrite the
Hamiltonian entirely in terms of ar , par :
$
%
$
%
2Cv 2
K 3
H=
ar + a′r par + δv0
ar + a′r par
mr r
r
2
4 2
3CMpl m r sin θ 2
−
ar .
(23)
4(1 + C)
The Hamiltonian is linear in the now unbounded par ,
which means the Hamiltonian is unbounded from below.
This is also in agreement with the results of the full theory. We concluded that an expansion to the level of curvature corrections in the locally flat limit is suﬃcient to
recover the Stückelberg dynamics.
B.

Scaling vs. Decoupling

The analysis in Ref. [20] is based on a scaling limit
with m motivated by the decoupling of scalars, vectors
and tensors or helicity states of the graviton around a
Minkowski background. We show here why this limit is
misleading for the self-accelerating background given a
lack of decoupling. Naive use of this scaling limit would
erroneously imply zero degrees of freedom rather than
one.
Around a Minkowski background, scaling the
Stückelberg fluctuations according to
aµ =

mAµ + ∂µ π
Mpl m2

(24)

leads to the so-called decoupling limit where m → 0 at
fixed Mpl m2 . In this limit Aµ is a free vector field with
a canonical Maxwell Lagrangian and π is a scalar which
gets a canonical kinetic term once demixed from the tensor metric fluctuation [25]. In the spherically symmetric configuration studied in this section, this would lead
to one scalar or helicity-0 mode since the Maxwell Lagrangian propagates only transverse degrees of freedom.

In this sense π is an additional Stückelberg field that restores U (1) symmetry to the vector by separating out its
longitudinal component. We shall return to this point in
the next section.
Rewriting the Stückelberg fluctuations in the form
Eq. (24) of course cannot change the dynamics or the
number of propagating degrees of freedom. The problem
is that the motivation for this scaling disappears around
the self-accelerating background where kinetic terms only
come in at O(m2 ). We shall therefore refer to the decomposition of Eq. (24) as the Minkowski scaling limit rather
than the decoupling limit.
With this scaling we can write the v ̸= 0 Lagrangian
of Eq. (18) as an O(m0 ) term
(0)
L2

'
(
r2 sin θ
3
′
′
′2
2
=
Cvπ (At − Ȧr ) + (Cπ − π̇ ) (25)
1+C
4

plus terms that appear to be higher order
r2 sin θ . *
m 2rȦr π̇ + 4CvAr A′t
4 (1 + C)
K
+6CAr π ′ + 2rAt π̇ ′ + 2δv0
rπ ′ (A′t − Ȧr )
/
K
+m2 (3CA2r + 2rAt Ȧr + 2δv0
rAr A′t ) . (26)
(0)

L2 = L2 +

Note that unlike the decoupling limit, Aµ does not possess a Maxwell term nor does it decouple from π. Ref. [20]
(0)
kept only the L2 term [see their Eqs. (5.8), (5.9) and
(5.26)] based on the assumption that taking the m → 0
with the Minkowski scaling was self-consistent. However,
we know that (At , Ar , π) together form a single degree of
freedom. Dropping any interaction between these fields
by simply assuming that Aµ should scale diﬀerently with
m is thus dangerous.
(0)
Indeed the Hamiltonian analysis shows L2 propagates
no degrees of freedom for v ̸= 0. The primary constraints
are
φ1 = pAt ,
φ2 = pAr +

Cvr2 sin θ ′
π,
1+C

(27)

while we are able to express the velocity π̇ in terms of
the momentum pπ .
Time evolution of these two constraints by calculating
their Poisson brackets with the total Hamiltonian provides two secondary constraints
"
#′
φ3 ∼ r2 π ′ ,
+ p ,′
π
φ4 ∼ r2 2 .
r

(28)

Their time evolution does not provide any more con(0)
straints on the dynamics of L2 . Overall, there are four
constraints and the structure of the Poisson brackets be-
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tween them reads
0
⎜0
{φi (r), φj (r )} = ⎝
0

0
0
0
0
0
d(r, r′ ) ⎟
,
0
0
−d(r, r′ )⎠
′
′
0 −d(r, r ) d(r, r )
0
(29)
where d is a nonzero distribution. Constraint φ1 is clearly
a first-class constraint, while the matrix shows that a linear combination φ2 + φ3 is also a first-class constraint.
The remaining two independent constraints φ3 , φ4 are
then second-class, which means the constraints in total
remove three physical degrees of freedom. There were
only three degrees of freedom in our problem described
(0)
by L2 , which means none of them is a physical degree
(0)
of freedom. This can also be seen directly from the L2
Lagrangian itself. Variation with respect to Ar and At
produce constraints on π rather than an equation of motion, in particular π̇ ′ = 0 or φ4 = 0.
In the special case of no vector background v = 0, the
(0)
decomposition of Eq. (24) in fact leads to the same L2
K
as Eq. (25) since the additional term from δv0 enters as
a total time derivative to O(m0 ). Thus, since C = 1
⎛

′

(0)

L2 =

⎞

"
#
3 2
r sin θ π ′2 − π̇ 2 ,
8

(30)

which appears to be a normal kinetic term for π that is a
ghost in this α3 = α4 = 0 theory and potentially healthy
in other cases studied by Ref. [7]. The vector component
from (At , Ar ) appears to be a strongly coupled degree of
freedom with no kinetic term or coupling to the scalar
at quadratic level. Although we are left with the correct answer of one degree of freedom, it does not have
the same dynamics as the correct expansion in m since
the equation of motion for π admits wavelike solutions.
Furthermore, the number of degrees of freedom would appear to be discontinuous as v → 0, unlike in the correct
analysis.
Thus for no v does the Minkowski scaling limit provide the correct answer. The scaling with m implied by
canonical normalization of the degrees of freedom there
does not carry over to the self-accelerating solution where
the kinetic structure begins at first order in the curvature
correction to the Minkowski limit.
C.

Gauge Fixing

Ref. [20] in fact came to the conclusion that in the
Minkowski scaling limit, the v ̸= 0 case with a vector
background propagates two degrees of freedom rather
than the (also erroneous) zero degrees of freedom shown
in the previous section. We shall now show that that conclusion arises from fixing a gauge condition directly in the
Lagrangian rather than at the level of the equations of
motion.
In the Minkowski scaling limit the introduction of
the additional Stückelberg field π in Eq. (24) restores

U (1) gauge symmetry to the vector Aµ . In this limit,
we can take advantage of the gauge freedom to eliminate the non-dynamical field At . In particular Ref. [20]
chose a Lorenz gauge condition to demand that Aµ be
divergence-free
Ȧt −

1 " 2 #′
r Ar = 0.
r2

(31)

(We again stress that At , Ar as defined are not components of a spacetime vector beyond the Minkowski limit.)
This condition can always be satisfied, because the Lagrangian (25) is invariant under a U (1) symmetry
Aµ → Aµ + ∂µ ϕ,

(32)

where ϕ is an arbitrary scalar function.
If we use the divergence-free condition at the Lagrangian level, we can rewrite one of the terms as
6
6
2 ′
dt dr r π Ȧr → dt dr r2 π̇ Ȧt ,
(33)
where we omitted unimportant numerical factors. Together with the term ∼ π̇ 2 we then have two kinetic
terms, which can be diagonalized to give two propagating degrees of freedom. This is in contradiction with the
result of the previous section.
The operation which upset the counting of degrees of
freedom is the use of the divergence-free condition (33)
at the Lagrangian level. This is not allowed, because the
condition (31) is a mere fixing of the gauge redundancy
brought about by the introduction of π in Eq. (24).
Given the U (1) gauge symmetry, it is perhaps useful
to illustrate the problem in the more familiar setting of
classical electromagnetism. The Maxwell Lagrangian
L(EM) = −

1√
−gFµν F µν
4

(34)

with Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ propagates two degrees of freedom due to presence of two first-class constraints. Since
it possesses the same U (1) symmetry of Eq. (32), we can
choose
At = 0,

(35)

which defines the so-called temporal gauge. If we impose
this condition on the Lagrangian level and drop all terms
with At in the Minkowski limit of Eq. (34), we lose the
constraint that it imposes. The result is a Lagrangian
with three degrees of freedom rather than the correct
two. This is the same problem that occurs by gauge fixing
the Minkowski scaling limit Lagrangian (25) except that
the spherical symmetry assumption eliminates the two
correct degrees of freedom.
IV.

COVARIANT PERTURBATIONS

In §IV A, we construct a manifestly covariant form
for the quadratic Lagrangian for all Stückelberg and

6
metric perturbations and all parameters of the massive gravity model extending the techniques of Ref. [24].
This form involves tensors constructed from the selfaccelerating background solution, obtained in exact form
for any isotropic solution, including inhomogeneous ones
in §IV B. We use these relations to study the kinetic
structure of the quadratic Lagrangian in the exact background and the locally flat expansion in §IV C. Finally in
§IV D we apply these general results to the specific case
studied in §III.
A.

Covariant Quadratic Lagrangian

= ḡ

µα

Σ̄αν ,

(36)

and that ∂µ φa is an inverse vierbein of the fiducial metric
Σµν , it is easy to show that the quantity eµa constructed
as the matrix manipulation of
γ̄ µν

=

eµa ∂ν φ̄a

(37)

is a vierbein of the background spacetime metric
ḡµν eµa eνb = ηab .

(38)

Σµν = g µα (eρa ∂α φa )(eσb ∂ν φb )ḡρσ

(39)

Thus

is constructed out of an object that now transforms as a
tensor in the background spacetime
ḡµσ eσa ∂ν φa = ḡµσ eσa ∂ν (φ̄a + δφa )
= γ̄µν + ḡµσ eσa ∂ν (δφa ).

(40)

Note that we raise and lower spacetime indices with the
background metric to leading order. Although this quantity transforms as a spacetime tensor, its relation to the
spacetime vector built out of the Stückelberg fields
V µ = eµa δφa

σ
ḡνσ eσa ∂µ (δφa ) = ∂µ Vν − Cµν
Vσ
σ
= Vν;µ − [Cµν − Γσµν ]Vσ ,

(42)

Here Γ is the usual Christoﬀel symbol formed from ḡµν
and defines covariant derivatives or parallel transport of
vectors in the spacetime. C is the connection coeﬃcient
associated with the space-time dependence of the alignment of the internal space and tetrad encapsulated by
the change in the vierbein
σ
Cµν
= ∂µ (ḡνλ eλa )ḡ ρσ [e−1 ]aρ .

(43)

′σ
σ
Cµν
= Cµν
− Γσµν

(44)

Note that

Given that the kinetic terms of the Stückelberg fields
only appear at O(m2 ) or equivalently as a curvature correction to the Minkowski limit, φa cannot be viewed as
a spacetime vector even for fluctuations around a locally
flat patch. Instead they transform as a vector in the fiducial or internal space and as 4 scalars in the spacetime.
Nonetheless by aligning the tetrad of the spacetime metric with the internal space by a choice of vierbein, we
can construct objects from the Stückelberg scalars that
transform as vectors in the background spacetime [24].
From these objects we can construct a manifestly covariant quadratic Lagrangian for the Stückelberg and metric
perturbations.
In our case where we know the solution to the
Stückelberg fields in the background, this construction
is particularly simple [17, 26, 27]. Given that
γ̄ µα γ̄ αν

requires the introduction of connection coeﬃcients [24]

(41)

is the diﬀerence of two connections and thus transforms
as a tensor even though connection coeﬃcients do not.
We can now characterize the quadratic Lagrangian of
the gravitational sector in terms of these variables. For
notational simplicity we divide the Lagrangian into terms
involving the Stückelberg fields, metric perturbations
gµν = ḡµν + hµν ,

(45)

and cross terms. For convenience we factor out common terms following the spherically symmetric results of
Ref. [18] and break the terms into component pieces
2√
L2 = P1′ (x0 )m2 Mpl
−ḡ (LSS + LSh + Lhh )
(EH)

+Lhh
P1′ (x0 )

(Λ)

+ Lhh ,

(46)

where
is a model parameter dependent constant
whose definition we will give in Eq. (60).
The quadratic Lagrangian for the pure Stückelberg
terms should then take the form
′ρ
′σ
LSS = B µναβ [Vν;µ − Cµν
Vρ ][Vβ;α − Cαβ
Vσ ],

(47)

where B is a tensor formed from background
quantities
√
ḡµν , γ̄µν . Unlike Ref. [24] we factor out −ḡ so that B
transforms as a tensor.
We can similarly determine the functional form of the
coupling of the Stückelberg fields to the metric perturbation
#
"
σ
LSh = Dµναβ hµν Vβ;α − C ′ αβ Vσ ,
(48)

where D is a tensor constructed out of the background
quantities.
Finally, the Lagrangian quadratic in the metric perturbations can be split into a part coming from the EinsteinHilbert action and a part coming from massive gravity.
The Einstein-Hilbert piece takes the same form as in general relativity (e.g. [28, 29])
%
$
(EH)
L
1 µα ν 1 µν
√ hh 2 =
R̄µν
(49)
h hα − hh
−ḡMpl
2
4
%
$
1
1 2 1
µν
R̄ − hµν;α hµν;α
h − hµν h
+
16
8
8
1
1
1
+ hµν;α hνα;µ + h;α h;α − hµν;ν h;µ ,
4
8
4

7
where h = hαα . For the massive gravity metric-metric
terms, first we have the term that depends on the eﬀective cosmological constant of the self-accelerating background which represents a non-dynamical change in the
measure. To see this note that a true cosmological constant has a contribution to the action of
2√
L(Λ) = −Mpl
−gΛ,
(50)
and its non-dynamical quadratic metric terms are given
by the expansion
$
%(
'
√
√
1 1 2 1 µν
1
−g ≈ −ḡ 1 + h +
(51)
h − h hµν
2
2 4
2
as
(Λ)

L
√ hh 2 =
−ḡMpl

$

%
1 2
1
µν
hµν h − h Λ.
4
8

Note that although γµν is symmetric γ µν is not. Its square
is related to the background Stückelberg fields as
⎛ 2
⎞
Ṫ − Ṙ2 Ṫ T ′ − ṘR′
⎜
⎟
b2
b2
γ̄ 2 γ̄ 2 = ⎝
(56)
⎠.
ṘR′ − Ṫ T ′ R′2 − T ′2
a2
a2
The general solution to the matrix square root is given
by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem

(52)

This piece will cancel terms in the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian by virtue of the Einstein equations in the background. We shall see this feature explicitly in the construction of the perturbed stress energy tensor below.
The remaining massive gravity terms can be parameterized as
Lhh = E µναβ hµν hαβ ,

metric is diagonal in these coordinates and ḡ µα Σ̄αν =
γ̄ µα γ̄ αν has oﬀ diagonal entries only in the (t, r) cases.
It is convenient to use matrix notation here and so we
define the (t, r) block as
$ t t%
γ̄ t γ̄ r
γ̄ 2 ≡
.
(55)
γ̄ rt γ̄ rr

(53)

µναβ

where E
is a tensor that depends on the background
quantities.
This completes the general description of the structural
form for the covariant quadratic Lagrangian derived of
the gravitational sector. We now turn to the construction
of the background tensors B, D, E.

[γ̄ 2 ]γ̄ 2 = γ̄ 2 γ̄ 2 + (detγ̄ 2 )I2 ,

(57)

where I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The determinant
can be written in terms of the determinant of the square
of the matrix and hence in terms of the Stückelberg background
detγ̄ 2 =

Ṫ R′ − ṘT ′
,
ab

(58)

and the trace similarly by taking the trace of Eq. (57).
Using this solution in the Lagrangian, we obtain the
equations of motion for the background Stückelberg fields
and find that on the self-accelerating branch
R(t, r) = x0 ra(t, r),
1
detγ̄ 2 + x0 ,
[γ̄ 2 ] =
x0

(59)

where x0 is a constant that solves P1 (x0 ) = 0 with
B.

Fluctuations around Isotropic Backgrounds

For all isotropic background solutions on the selfaccelerating branch [12], there is a single universal form
for the relationship between B, D, E and the background tensors ḡµν , γ̄µν . This includes the vacuum selfaccelerating solutions of Ref. [7] as well as its approximation in conformal coordinates, Eq. (11) that was considered in §III. It also includes the special cases of the open
self-accelerating solution [11] which is known to propagate no extra degrees of freedom from the mass term at
quadratic level.
We therefore utilize the general construction of
Ref. [12]. As some aspects of this construction will be
useful for extracting the background tensors, we review
its salient features here. Any spherically symmetric metric can be written in isotropic coordinates as
"
ḡµν dxµ dxν = −b2 (t, r)dt2 + a2 (t, r) dr2 + r2 dθ2
#
+r2 sin2 θdφ2 ,
(54)
whereas the background Stückelberg fields can again be
given by the isotropic form of Eq. (15). The spacetime

P1 (x) = 2(3−2x)+6(x−1)(x−3)α3 +24(x−1)2 α4 . (60)
The second equation may be rewritten as an equation of
motion for T (t, r)
b2 T ′2 + 2ar(a′ Ṫ 2 − ȧṪ T ′ ) + r2 (a′ Ṫ − ȧT ′ )2
"
#
= x20 a′2 b2 r2 + 2a′ ab2 r − ȧ2 a2 r2 .

(61)

γ̄ θθ = γ̄ φφ = x0 .

(62)

These solutions then require

Note that in terms of the massive gravity parameter dependence T, R, γ̄ ∝ x0 .
These solutions imply an eﬀective cosmological constant in the background stress energy tensor
1
2
2
T̄µν = −ΛMpl
ḡµν = − P0 (x0 )m2 Mpl
ḡµν ,
2

(63)

where
P0 (x) = −12 − 2x(x − 6) − 12(x − 1)(x − 2)α3
− 24(x − 1)2 α4 .

(64)
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Knowing γ̄ and the background Stückelberg fields, we
can construct the vierbein eµa by solving Eq. (37).
One useful consequence of Eqs. (57) and (59) is that a
certain combination of ḡµν and γ̄µν
χ̄µν =

1
γ̄µν − ḡµν
x0

possible to express these components in terms of the
background tensors χ̄µν and ḡµν . Because of the relation (68) and definition (65), all tensor structures involving more than two gamma matrices contracted with an
inverse metric such as

(65)

obeys special properties. First note that it is independent of the model parameter choices for m, α3 , α4 . It is
only non-zero for χ̄tt , χ̄tr and χ̄rr . Defining again this
2 × 2 block with upper and lower indices as χ2 these
components satisfy
[χ̄2 ]χ̄2 = χ̄2 χ̄2 ,

(66)

or equivalently det(χ̄2 ) = 0. More explicitly, after lowering indices
χ̄tt χ̄rr = χ̄2tr .

(67)

Likewise we can write Eq. (66) in 4 × 4 index notation as
χ̄µν ḡ να χ̄αβ = [χ̄]χ̄µβ .

(68)

We can now construct the tensors B, E and D from
these background tensors, specifically ḡµν and χ̄µν . Beginning with B, we need to determine the perturbation
to the γ µν solution given a Stückelberg perturbation in its
square Σµν . To determine values of components B µναβ it
is suﬃcient to keep track of the coeﬃcient of Vν;µ Vβ;α in
the expansion of the Lagrangian Eq. (1) to second order
in the perturbations V . This in turns means we need
expansion of γ µν to second order in V .
We start with the defining relation
Σµν = γ µα γ αν

(69)

γ̄αβ ḡ βκ γ̄κρ ḡ ρσ γ̄σδ

can be written as a linear combination of χ̄αδ , ḡαδ with
coeﬃcients which are spacetime scalars built out of traces
[χ̄]. This relation greatly reduces the number of terms we
have to take into account as only 12 of them are in principle independent, such as ḡµν ḡαβ and χ̄µβ ḡνα . Coeﬃcients
in front of these terms must be spacetime scalars, which
must be functions of the trace [χ̄]. In principle these
scalars would depend also on γ̄ αβ γ̄ βα , γ̄ αβ γ̄ βρ γ̄ ρα , . . . but
in the present case these can be expressed as functions of
[χ̄] by a (repeated) use of Eq. (68). Taking into account
the relation (67) for the oﬀ-diagonal elements χ̄tr , it is
possible to reduce the coeﬃcients in front of the tensorial
structures into simple forms.
The Stückelberg-Stückelberg Lagrangian obtained in
this manner can be written as
′ρ
′σ
LSS = (B̃ µναβ − ∆B µναβ )[Vν;µ − Cµν
Vρ ][Vβ;α − Cαβ
].
(74)

Here we have separated out a term that is a total derivative and hence may be dropped from the Lagrangian
∆B µναβ =

with

Σµν = Σ̄µν +

+

µ
Σ(2) ν

+ ...,

(70)

µ

and similarly for γ. The various Σ(i) ν can be directly
obtained in terms of background quantities γ̄, ḡ and V
from Eqs. (39), (40) and (42).
Using the zeroth order solution
Σ̄µν = γ̄ µα γ̄ αν ,
µ
ν
(2) µ
Σ ν

α
ν
µ (2) α
γ̄ α γ
ν

= γ̄ µα γ (1)
=

B̃ µναβ = B̃ (µν)(αβ) + B̃ [µν][αβ] ,

µ

+

µ
α
γ (1) α γ (1) ν

(72)
+

µ
γ (2) α γ̄ αν .

Each order represents 16 linear equations for components
of γ (i) and can be readily solved iteratively.
With the explicit form for γ up to second order
in Stückelberg perturbations, we can perturb the Lagrangian density L(MG) and read oﬀ LSS . The coeﬃcients of the various terms form the B-tensor. For a
general spherically symmetric background solution, it is

(77)

where
B̃

+ γ (1) α γ̄ αν ,

(76)

from the dynamical piece which itself can be broken up
into terms that are symmetric and antisymmetric in permutation of indices

(71)

we match orders as
Σ(1)

x0 P2′ (x0 ) *
(1 + [χ̄])(g µν g αβ − g µβ g αν ) (75)
8P1′ (x0 )
+(χµβ g να + χνα g µβ − χµν g βα − χαβ g νµ )

P2 (x) = −2 + 12α3 (x − 1) − 24α4 (x − 1)2

and expand the tensor Σ order by order in V ,
µ
Σ(1) ν

(73)

(µν)(αβ)

B̃ [µν][αβ]

$
%
1
1 µα νβ 1 µβ να
µν αβ
=−
ḡ ḡ − ḡ ḡ − ḡ ḡ
,
8
2
2
#
1 " µα νβ
=
χ̄ ḡ + χ̄νβ ḡ µα − χ̄µβ ḡ να − χ̄να ḡ µβ
16
#
1 + [χ̄] " µα νβ
ḡ ḡ − ḡ µβ ḡ να .
(78)
−
16

We can form an alternate representation of the tensor
B by removing any combination of the total derivative
term. In particular the form
B µναβ = B̃ µναβ +

P1′ (x0 )
∆B µναβ ,
x0 P2′ (x0 )

(79)

9
or explicitly
B µναβ

$
%
1
1
[χ̄]
ḡ µν ḡ αβ − ḡ µβ ḡ να − ḡ µα ḡ νβ
=
8
2
2
#
1 " µα νβ
+
ḡ χ̄ + ḡ νβ χ̄µα + ḡ µβ χ̄να + ḡ να χ̄µβ
16
#
1"
− ḡ µν χ̄αβ + ḡ αβ χ̄µν ,
(80)
8

is useful as we shall see below. To keep these representations distinct we reserve the B tensor symbol for this
form. Note that it is symmetric under the exchange of
the first or last two indices.
Similarly we can determine expressions for Dµναβ for
the Stückelberg-metric terms of Eq. (48) and E µναβ for
the metric-metric terms of Eq. (53)
Dµναβ = −x0 B µναβ ,
x2
E µναβ = 0 B µναβ .
4

where
x0 hµν
.
2

(83)

This result represents the full quadratic Lagrangian of
the gravitational sector in any isotropic self-accelerating
branch solution of the theory. It trivially allows the addition of minimally coupled matter but does not necessarily hold beyond the isotropic assumption. Interestingly
this includes the case where the background spacetime
metric is exactly Minkowski due to the canceling impact of a bare cosmological constant. This case is still
not the same as the Minkowski decoupling limit, since
self-accelerating branch solutions always have non-trivial
Stückelberg backgrounds given by Eq. (59). As we shall
see, this generalizes the result of the previous section,
that the locally flat expansion of a self-accelerating solution is not the same as the Minkowski decoupling limit.
With the explicit formulae for D and E and expansions
(48), (53) we can also construct the linear fluctuations in
the stress energy tensor away from the self-accelerating
background of Eq. (63),
2
δLMG
δTµν = − √ g να µα − T̄µν
−g
δg

C.

(84)

2
≈ −2P1′ (x0 )m2 Mpl
x0 Bµναβ Wαβ .

It is now clear why we grouped terms in Eq. (53). Since
the stress energy fluctuation is the source of hµν through
the Einstein equations, these are the only terms with

Kinetic Structure

Although the quadratic Lagrangian of Eq. (82) with
the explicit form for the background B tensor of Eq. (80)
is complete, its implication for the dynamics of the
Stückelberg fields V µ is not yet explicit. Is is therefore useful to further isolate the pieces associated with
Maxwell type terms involving the antisymmetric field
strength tensor

(81)

Note that these
√ expressions contain contributions from
varying both −g and Σ with respect to the metric.
Thus the whole quadratic Lagrangian can be written
very compactly as
(EH)
(Λ)
2√
L2 = Lhh + Lhh + P1′ (x0 )m2 Mpl
−ḡB µναβ Wµν Wαβ ,
(82)

′ρ
Wµν = Vν;µ − Cµν
Vρ −

dynamical impact on the metric. The stress tensor constructed in this way through D and E agrees with the
expansion of the exact result [12] and serves as a check
on their derivation. Note that the equations of motion
derived from the quadratic Lagrangian satisfy covariant
conservation of the massive gravity stress-energy tensor
∇µ Tµν = 0 regardless of the matter content.

fµν = Vν;µ − Vµ;ν

(85)

and reorganize the terms in LSS by the number of appearances of the field strength tensor
LSS = Lﬀ + Lf V + LV V .

(86)

Reducing the Lagrangian to this form is simpler in the
B̃ representation of Eq. (78). First note that we can add
total derivatives to rewrite
1" µ ν #
1" µ ν #
B̃ (µν)(αβ) Vν;µ Vβ;α +
V V ;ν ;µ −
V V ;µ ;ν
8
8

"
#
1
1
1
Vµ;ν V µ;ν − Vµ;ν V ν;µ − V µ V ν;µν − V ν;νµ
16
16
8
1
1 µ σ
µν
=
fµν f − V V R̄σµ .
(87)
32
8
=

R̄σµ denotes the usual Ricci tensor built out of the background metric ḡ.
After similar integrations by parts, we arrive at the
result
1
1
[χ̄]fµν f µν + χ̄νβ fµν f µβ ,
32
16
α
= C ′ µν (2B̃ (µν)(ρσ) Vσ fρα − B̃ [µν][ρσ] Vα fρσ ),
*
′ρ
′α
= 2B̃ (µν)(ασ) Cµν;α
− B̃ (µν)(ρσ) Cµν;α
1
′ρ
′σ
(88)
+B̃ µναβ Cµν
Cαβ
− R̄ρσ Vσ Vρ .
8

Lﬀ = −
Lf V
LV V

In simplifying the expressions we have integrated by
(µν)(αβ)
parts and used the fact that B̃
;ρ=0 as it is constructed from products of the metric in Eq. (78).
The only place that time derivatives appear in the SS
terms are in the ﬀ and f V pieces. Given the antisymmetry of fµν it is clear that the field Vt is nondynamical reflecting the absence of the Boulware-Deser ghost.
This structure of the Stückelberg Lagrangian is expected
based on general theoretical arguments [24].
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Now consider the ﬀ terms that would usually provide
quadratic kinetic terms and hence second order equations of motion. Inspection of Eq. (88) shows that the
2
ftr
term always vanishes identically. This in turn means
that around spherically symmetric solutions, there is no
Maxwell term for spherically symmetric perturbations,
which is in full agreement with the investigations of previous sections and with the full theory [18, 19].
2
2
The terms ftθ
, ftφ
have coeﬃcients that are proportional to
χ̄rr

R′2 − T ′2
∝
− a2 ,
x20

(89)

and give Maxwell-like kinetic terms to the transverse
modes when non-vanishing. Note that for the special
open universe solution of Ref. [11], the fiducial metric is
diagonal in isotropic coordinates and this quantity vanishes. Thus the strongly-coupled anisotropic modes of
that model is an artifact of this special symmetry that is
imposed.
The remaining kinetic terms are first order. From the
ﬀ term, we have the mixed terms ftθ frθ , ftφ frφ which
appear with coeﬃcients proportional to
√
χ̄tr = χ̄rr χ̄tt .
(90)
Compared with Eq. (89), this means that the mixed
terms will scale diﬀerently7from the pure kinetic Maxwell
terms due by a factor of χ̄tt /χ̄rr .
The fV terms have a general structure
"
#
Lf V = K1 Vθ frθ sin2 θ + Vφ frφ
"
#
+K2 Vθ ftθ sin2 θ + Vφ ftφ
+K3 Vt ftr + K4 Vr ftr .
(91)
The last two coeﬃcients can be rewritten in a succinct
form
K3 =

bR′ detγ̄ 2 − x20 aṪ
,
2x0 [γ̄ 2 ]a2 b3 R

K4 =

x20 bT ′ − aṘdetγ̄ 2
,
2x0 [γ̄ 2 ]a3 b2 R

(92)

while the expressions for K1 , K2 are more involved and
will not be given here. Note that the K1 term is nondynamical as is K2 and K4 since, e.g.
Vφ ftφ

1 ∂Vφ2
=
− Vφ Vt,φ
2 ∂t

(93)

so that the time derivative can be moved onto the background by integration by parts. For the special case of
the open universe solution [11], K3 = 0 and combined
with the angular terms this means that all 3 Stückelberg
fields are non-dynamical.
In the general case Stückelberg dynamics are supplied
2
2
by the terms ftθ
, ftφ
, ftθ frθ , ftφ frφ and Vt ftr . It is
interesting to generalize the considerations of §III A for
fluctuations around a locally flat patch to see at what

order in curvature corrections that each contributes. Any
isotropic metric can be considered locally as Minkowski
plus curvature corrections and hence
a, b = 1 + O(m2 ).

(94)

For notational simplicity we have here assumed vacuum
self-acceleration cases here; more generally we would replace O(m2 ) with O(R̄). Thus given Eq. (59) for the
exact solution, we may approximate
R = x0 r + O(m2 ).

(95)

The other Stückelberg equation of motion (61) then implies
T ′2 = O(m2 )

(96)

which means the unitary gauge time T does not depend on the spatial coordinate in the leading order,
T = T (t) + O(m). With this solution, we can write down
the components of the background tensor χ
⎧
⎪
1 − Ṫ /x0 + O(m) if α = t, β = t
⎪
⎪
⎨O(m)
if α = t, β = r
χαβ =
.
(97)
2
⎪
O(m
)
if
α = r, β = r
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise
From Eq. (89) it follows that the kinetic Maxwell terms
2
2
ftθ
and ftφ
are at most O(m2 ). The leading order kinetic
ﬀ terms are ftθ frθ , ftφ frφ which appear already at order O(m) due to the square root in Eq. (90) and O(m2 )
suppression of χrr .
From Eq. (58)
detγ̄ 2 = x0 Ṫ + O(m2 ),

(98)

and so K3 Vt ftr also starts at most at O(m2 ).
On the other hand, the spatial derivative terms in the
Lagrangian do not necessarily begin at suppressed orders.
We find that the space-space Maxwell terms can have
contributions at O(m0 )
<
=
#
Ṫ "
1
1−
frθ f rθ + frφ f rφ + fφθ f φθ
Lﬀ =
16
x0
+O(m).

(99)

For the case with Ṫ = x0 + O(m), the terms 2ara′ Ṫ 2 ,
2x20 a′ ab2 r in the equation of motion cancel in the leading
order and we are left with
T ′2 = O(m4 ).

(100)

This means that in fact T = x0 t + O(m2 ) and
χαβ = O(m2 ).

(101)

In this case, which corresponds to v = 0 in the example
of §III, all ﬀ terms in the Lagrangian are suppressed and
start at linear order in curvature O(m2 ). This result is
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consistent with the vanishing of the Maxwell term for
v = 0 in the decoupling limit uncovered in Ref. [5].
The f V terms follow a similar pattern. For Ṫ ̸= x0 +
O(m), the coeﬃcients K2 , K4 start in the linear order in
m, while the other two coeﬃcients K1 , K3 are suppressed
by an additional power of m and start at O(m2 ). If Ṫ =
x0 + O(m) then all these coeﬃcients start at the order
O(m2 ) and this is thus also order at which we recover
the dynamics of the Stückelberg perturbations.
There are also time derivative terms from the
Stückelberg-metric contributions. In fact there are two
terms with time derivatives on Vt , hθθ Vt;t and hφφ Vt;t
which might seem problematic for the non-dynamical nature of Vt . However, as argued in Ref. [24], these do
not change the dynamics and hence the reappearance of
the Boulware-Deser ghost because the derivatives can be
moved to hθθ , hφφ by integration by parts. This integration by parts leaves Vt manifestly nondynamical, while
not disturbing the non-dynamical nature of h0µ for imposing constraints.
It turns out that in the flat patch approximation
V h coupling gives kinetic mixing terms to the spatial
Stückelberg Vr , Vθ , Vφ at O(m) for the case Ṫ ̸= x0 +
O(m), while in the case without the vector in the background Ṫ = x0 + O(m2 ) these kinetic terms start at
O(m2 ). The metric-metric Lagrangian has kinetic terms
from only the usual Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. We
thus conclude that as expected the full Lagrangian generally has kinetic terms for the 3 spatial Stückelberg fields
and the usual 2 tensor modes for a total of 5 modes. In no
case are there Stückelberg kinetic terms at O(m0 ) consistent with §III and Ref. [21]. For special cases they may
begin at O(m2 ) or be absent entirely.
D.

Example

To make these considerations concrete, we return here
to the specific solutions considered in §III. Recall that
these solutions are for the α3 = α4 = 0 case where
P1′ (x0 ) = −4.
For these background solutions we have
"
#
$
%
m2 r2 (1 + C 2 ) + t2 v 2 C 2
1
χ̄tt = 1 −
−
,
C
8C(1 + C)
K
mrv
m2 r(tv 2 C + 2rδv0
)
−
,
2(1 + C)
8(1 + C)
m2 r 2
=−
,
4C(1 + C)

χ̄tr = −
χ̄rr

(102)

plus terms which are higher order in graviton mass. The
remaining components are given by the general formulae
as described in the previous section. Note that this explicit form is consistent with the general considerations
of Eq. (97) and (101) for the v ̸= 0 and v = 0 cases
respectively.
Using the results of the previous section, we can then
write down the Stückelberg-Stückelberg quadratic La-

grangian as
√
#
(4v 2 C 2 + m2 r2 ) " 2
−ḡ
2
frφ csc2 θ + frθ
LSS = −
sin θ
64C(1 + C)
" 2
#
v 2 C csc2 θ 2
m2 r 2
2
−
f + ftφ
csc2 θ
f
−
θφ
16(1 + C)r2
64C(1 + C) tθ
K "
#
4v + m(tCv 2 + 2rδv0
)
+mr
frθ ftθ + frφ ftφ csc2 θ
64(1 + C)
#
m2 r(2 + C) "
−
Vθ frθ + Vφ frφ csc2 θ
16(1 + C)
K "
#
4Cv + 3Cmrδv0
−m
Vθ fθt + Vφ fφt csc2 θ
16(1 + C)
K
mrV
t − (2Cv + Cmrδv0 )Vr
ftr
−mr2
8(1 + C)
m2 r 2
−
[(1 + 2C)Vr2 − 3CVt2 ]
16(1 + C)
#
m2 (1 + 2C) " 2
−
Vθ + Vφ2 csc2 θ .
(103)
16(1 + C)

Even if we ignore kinetic mixing with the metric, a Hamiltonian analysis shows that the Stückelberg-Stückelberg
Lagrangian itself propagates both transverse modes
Vθ , Vφ and the longitudinal mode Vr , giving three dynamical degrees of freedom. This Hamiltonian is unbounded
with respect to the spherically symmetric perturbations
Vθ = Vφ = 0. This is related to the unboundedness of ar ,
at from §III since
vC
Vt = at (t, r) + mr
ar (t, r) + O(m2 ),
2(1 + C)
vC
at (t, r) + O(m2 ). (104)
Vr = ar (t, r) + mr
2(1 + C)
Note that the v = 0 case is also special in that terms
from the tetrad alignment do not appear until O(m2 ).
The Stückelberg-Stückelberg Maxwell terms follow the
general behavior pointed out in the previous section. For
the case of no vector in the background v = 0 and C = 1,
all terms start at most at O(m2 ), while in the other cases
2
2
2
spatial derivative terms frθ
, frφ
and fθφ
start at O(m0 )
and frθ ftθ , frφ ftφ , Vr ftr , Vθ fθt , Vφ fφt start at O(m).
Focusing on the terms which appear before O(m2 ),
only frθ ftθ , frφ ftφ can provide any dynamics in LSS as
the remaining time derivatives can be integrated out.
However, as the Hamiltonian analysis shows, the O(m)
Stückelberg-Stückelberg Lagrangian does not propagate
all three modes and we have to go to O(m2 ) if we want
to capture the correct dynamics with LSS only. This
once more stresses the importance of retaining all O(m2 )
terms in the Lagrangian to correctly describe the dynamics of the system.
V.

DISCUSSION

We have provided a complete and covariant treatment
for the quadratic Lagrangian of all of the degrees of free-
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dom of massive gravity with a fixed flat fiducial metric around any isotropic self-accelerating background for
any set of massive gravity parameters. We find that for
generic cases 3 out of 4 Stückelberg degrees of freedom
propagate in addition to the usual 2 tensor degrees of
freedom of general relativity. The complete kinetic structure typically is only revealed at O(m2 ) or equivalently
curvature terms in a locally flat expansion.
These results resolve a number of apparent discrepancies in the literature. The kinetic terms for all additional degrees of freedom vanish in the leading order,
Minkowski term in the locally flat approximation and are
only fully established at the order of curvature corrections, omitted in the analysis of Ref. [21]. This result differs from the usual Minkowski decoupling limit because
on the self-accelerating branch of solutions there is always a non-trivial background Stückelberg field. Because
the Minkowski scaling limit is not justified around selfaccelerated solutions, analyses that are based on it can
be misinterpreted. It is important to distinguish between
an imposed scaling of parameters with the graviton mass
and a true decoupling limit where degrees of freedom
are both preserved and decoupled. It is also important

to note that Stückelberg fields restore gauge invariance
and the redundancy that exists because of their introduction should be fixed as a gauge freedom. Together
they explain the results of Ref. [20]. Finally the case of
open universe solutions where the spacetime and fiducial
metrics are simultaneously diagonal, homogeneous and
isotropic is extremely special and propagate no degrees
of freedom about the exact solution [11].
The covariant quadratic Lagrangian exhibits several
notable and potentially problematic features. Spatial
derivatives of the degrees of freedom can appear at a
lower order than temporal derivatives. Relatedly, as
shown in Ref. [18], anisotropic stresses can dominate the
stress energy tensor of fluctuations. We leave a full stability analysis of the joint Stückelberg, metric, and matter
system for a future work.
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